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Infants
Oh, how the Infants like the Spring Season! Because the weather is so nice we can go for
a ride outside in our Infant Bus! We all get so excited when we go outside! It's great to
be able to have some fresh air and hear the birds singing! During our tour, we can see
some nature and our educators enjoy showing us things. A few days ago the educators
showed us a little pink flower that was on our way! We all had the opportunity to see how
beautiful this flower was and we could touch it to explore it further. It was such a nice experience! On
another occasion on our tour outside, an educator was imitating the whistle noise the train makes! We
all started to have fun together! When our Infant Bus stops in our backyard, our friends from other
classes come running to the fence. They start smiling and waving at us. Some of us wave back and we
all have a great time interacting with our friends and educators! It's good to know that we still have
many days of Spring and Summer, we still have a lot of time for fun!
This month the infants really enjoyed doing some art! we got to exploring painting through a plastic
bag. With this art activity the educators cut a piece of paper big enough to fit into a plastic bag with 3
small dots of different coloured paint on the piece of paper, the educators zip up the bag and gave
the baggies to the children for them to use their sensory exploration while mixing the colours of paint
around. The infants really seemed to enjoy the texture they felt while spreading the paint around the
paper through the bag. After they were finished with the bag we placed them in the drying area to
dry, after drying there was a super cool texture left of the paper from the plastic bag.

With June being fathers / Family day the children got involved in making a special gift for their loved
ones, with this activity the children used their hands to feel the texture of paint and then place their
hands on their paper t-shirt making their handprints after the hands print we use different coloured
crayons as well just to make it a little more special!
With the infants being interested in Touch this month, they’ve been busy exploring a rotating roster
of sensory bags on the windows, and on the floors. The children have been taking their time
exploring how a sponge will deflate then inflate when pushed against it. They’ve slowly mixed a bag
of paint; originally blue and yellow, over the course of the month it is now mostly turned green!
There is a bag of yarn that’s on the floor, that has proven to be quite fun to touch, to walk and jump
on, and to drive our trucks over; it makes a really neat sound when one pushes down hard enough.
We also had the chance to explore some snail shells we collected on one of our walks through this
method. The children pointed at their swirl patterns on the shells. Especially during Covid times,
these sensory bags are a great way for us to still be able to interact with some less-easy-to-sanitize
loose parts!

Toddlers
Toddler 1
It is hard to believe we are heading into summer already, times
have flown right past us and it has been a super busy month.
The Toddlers this month had so much fun with our dinosaurs
theme; we explored what they ate, where they came from and
also counted how many teeth some of them might have! This
project defiantly was a favourite with the todds!
As we wrap up our dinosaurs theme we are gearing up for
more fun and excitement with next months project, we will be
exploring sports from winter sports, summer sports and allyear-round sports and we are super excited to get started.
Just a reminder to parents the sun is hot out there so please
don’t forget those summer hats for your kiddos' heads to be
safe.
Toddler 2
Happy Summer!
We would like to welcome Ms. Kiana to Toddler
Two, she has been a great addition to our
classroom and we are excited to get to know her
better. This month we have also welcomed lots of
new friends into our room! Over the month of June
we have continued to focus on food and nutrition.
We have been keeping busy, making our ABC
foods book. Through the book we have got to
participate in lots of fun art and sensory
experiences. Some of our favourite activities
included painting our feet orange and green to
make carrots and stamping our hands in yellow
paint to make French fries. We’ve been enjoying
identifying foods during circle time and learning
new action songs. We are continuing to grow our
plants and we love to check on their progress
every day; right now we have basil, cucumber and
strawberries. Next month, we are looking to
forward to learning all about summer. We will talk
about the change of weather and summer
activities.
If you haven’t done so yet, please bring in sunscreen, a hat, family photo and a summer appropriate
change of clothes.

Sr Toddler
Happy Summer! This month in senior toddler we
have been learning about families, babies, body
parts and facial expression!
About families topic, we about family members:
mommy, daddy, brother, sister and baby when we
spent our circle time and tabletop activity playing
with hand-made puppets. Children thought and
said about what mommy or daddy do with them at
home. We built good bonds with peers by singing
the “find a buddy” song and encourage them to
hold hands in transferring time.
Children were excited playing with babies. We
are caring and full of curiosity. We learnt “gentle
hands” holding babies and playing with peers.
We wondered how to shower our babies and
putting diapers for them so we had water bin activities and cleaned our
babies. We also tried with paper-bag diapers. We recognize the different
body parts of babies and explore our body parts and
movements with songs.
We named different facial expressions: happy,
sad, silly and mad. We put different eyes and
mouths on faces which we learn how they feel.
We love our art activities in which we explored
colours mixing and drawing on printed-out head
shapes. We feel thankful to our fathers and made
them special handmade art and craft to celebrate
Father’s day.

Preschoolers
Preschool 2
In preschool 2, we think that the best learning opportunities often come from children’s specific
interests; thus May was a full month of insect’s topics. We went from some insects such as Spiders,
ants, ladybugs, and butterflies. Children were able to learn new vocabulary through songs, books,
textbooks, and templates. Children also were able to watch closely real insects outside and get to
know more about them like what they eat, their habitats, and their body compositions. Children had
the opportunity to trace bug wing letters and the letter s. Besides, we read the story "Little Miss Spider
Sunny Patch School". While outside, using magnifies glasses, children were searching and discovering
insects. Children made butterfly masks; their own spider, ladybug, and butterfly art.
In June, Children are showing being fascinated by trucks, which help them move, dump. Deliver, break
down, and build every day. Working on Trucks and Construction workers children will learn new
vocabulary, an introduction to cause and effect when a toy truck will travel down a ramp on its own but
needs to be pushed up. Also, Children will read books about different types of trucks and construction
sites and workers; practicing fine motor skills as they dump, fills, and scoops.

Preschool 3
Preschool 3 welcomed Caleb, Cyrus, Favor and Jaxson who joined us in month of June and celebrated
Youssef’s birthday on 13th June.
Children transitioned from learning about spring to animals. They learned about Ocean, Artic, Desert
and Jungle animals throughout the month. While learning about anatomy, where they live, what they
eat and how they survive. While learning about the animals, educators provided various, art, craft, math
and science activities to children. While doing the art activities children loved making a Fishtank. They
used fish cutouts, lots of glitter and colour. Children used their imagination to colour the fish tank.
Children developed their hand-eye coordination and fine motor skills.
Children enjoyed adding and subtracting animals from puzzle cars. As well as Children counted animals
on the cards and matched them with the numbers. While doing these activities children identified
various animals and learned math concepts with help of educators. Educators persuade learning about
animals outdoors as well. Children enjoyed hopping like bunnies. Playing octopus and pretending to
be their favourite animals.
As a class we are evolving in our interest in learning, In July we are learning about Dinosaurs. Children
showed keen interest in dinosaurs. Children showed curiosity in various ways by naming and asking
questions about them. And by discussing the body parts of dinosaurs. Educators will provide art, craft
and will read books about dinosaurs. Families are welcomed to bring books, dress children in dinosaurs
shirts or bring in any martial that will help children learn about dinosaurs.

Preschool 4
Oh July, we hope you bring us warm weather with no rain. In the Preschool 4 room, we would like to
welcome Ms. Jessica into our room as well as all of our new friends. For the month of June, we
continued our focus on Community Helpers, learning about dentists, farmers, the post office and the
weatherman. The children enjoyed painting their own hands in orange for their carrots craft. Painting
bubble wrap yellow was a big hit as well, the children painted the bubble wrap yellow and then placed
their paper on top to create corn.
The children have been very involved in gross motor activities and enhancing their gross motor skills
both inside and out. We have also been focusing on literacy and recognizing the letter in our names,
we talked about the first letter of our names and then the letters that come after. The children also
looked at each other's names and were recognizing the letters in peers names that were also in their
names too. Throughout the past couple of weeks, we have observed the children to be very interested
in the dramatic area and making food for their peers. For the month of July, we will be focusing on
food such as restaurant food, healthy and unhealthy foods as well as grocery store food. We ask that
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Learning Fun
Sidewalk Chalk Popsicles – Materials:
(**Recipe below is per colour, make as much as you need per
how many coloured popsicles you want to make)
– 1/2 Cup + 3 Tablespoons of Plaster of Paris
– 1/3 Cup of water
– Few drops of food colouring (make sure it is the gel kind,
liquid food colouring won’t work)
– Popsicle silicone mold
– Large popsicle sticks
– Plastic cups and spoons
Steps:
1. Gather your materials – plaster, water, food colouring.
2. Use one plastic cup per colour and mix the plaster and water until a paste forms, it will resemble
frosting. Mix in the food colouring until you get the desired colour you like.
3. Using a plastic spoon, place the plaster mix inside the mold, add a popsicle stick in the middle, placing
down as far as possible.
4. After 45 minutes, the popsicle chalks were hard enough to take out of the silicone molds. Allow them to
dry upright in a cup until they are completely hardened. We did end up using them just a few hours after
they were made, but you could wait until the next day to make absolutely sure.

Director
Our words play a powerful part in what we do, how we care for and educate
young children.The way we talk to our children can leave an impact that
lasts a lifetime. Make sure you’re choosing words that build them up.
When you love someone as fiercely as you love your child, it’s difficult to
consider how much words can wound. My hope has always been that if I
can use my words to build up my children and create confidence in
them, I can give them armour to fend off the words down the road that can hurt them.

INSTEAD OF..

Try …

Be quiet.

Can you use a softer voice?

Don’t run.

Please walk.

What a mess!

It looks like you had fun! How can
we clean up?

Don’t hit.

Please be gentle.

Do you need help?

I'm here to help if you need me.

You're OK.

How are you feeling?

Don’t throw the toys.

Please put them gently on the
ground.

It's not that hard.

You can do hard things.

Stop crying.

It's okay to cry.

Don’t grab the toy out of
another kid’s hands.

Please use your words and ask for
the toy.

"

Ways to tell your children
they are enough

I love exactly who
you are

I had so much
fun with you
today

Mistakes happen
and we learn
from them

You matter to
me

I am already
proud of you

I believe in you

You worked so
Let's take a break
hard on creating
together
that!
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